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disturbance, though it was yet a thousand miles away. Whenever
the fog-bank thinned we rode over the top of it, only to discover
now that the sky had become overcast with clouds at a very high
altitude. Once or twice the sun broke through long enough for
Riiser-Larsen to make a quick celestial observation and check our
position. The tail wind that had accompanied us all the way from
the Pole dropped to nothing, and after a while we began nosing
through a fault but freshening breeze from the east. With no steady
sun, the sun compass was useless. Moreover, the fog gradually iced
up the compass periscope until it went out of business.
There was no more nodding or drowsing for anyone now. The
situation was too anxious. All afternoon of May 12 (Norway time)
the Norge drove southward, often flying between clouds and fog.
Through breaks we frequently observed the polar ice and found
its character much the same as the ice of these latitudes on the
European side—floes massed together, leads running east and west.
By evening (morning, Akska time) clouds and fog began to merge
in one woollen mass. At 8 p.m., May 12 (9 a.m. in Alaska), we came
out into an open area, and there was sunshine long enough for
Riiser-Larsen to use his sextant. We were only 350 miles off the
American continent.
But it took us the rest of that night or day, whichever one calls
it, to make those 350 miles. Almost at once we got into weather so
thick that our navigator could not snatch another sun observation
until four o'clock, ship's time, the next morning. The east wind
strengthened, and to keep from being blown out toward Bering
Strait the ship was headed into it a litde, reducing our flying speed
to forty miles an hour or less.
But we could not fly all the time. Presently the Norge developed
the alarming symptom of being down by the head. The bows of the
envelope were enamelling themselves in ice. Snow squalls, too,
were beginning to add to the airship's difficulties. At this point
Malmgren proved invaluable. Nobile turned to him for advice; and
the meteorologist, no longer having to keep his weather map, turned
his entire attention to scientific observations of the amount of ice
being formed at various heights.
During the rest of the voyage Malmgren made dozens of these
rime tests, as he called them. They determined the best altitude

